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Human–machine interfaces (HMIs) enable the intuitive cogni-
tion and interaction between users and devices [1–3]. The conven-
tional HMIs such as mouse, keyboard and touchscreen have
significantly simplified the manipulations of computers and associ-
ated devices, while they suffer from bulk, big footprint and
mechanical noncompliance for applications in virtual/augmented
reality and Internet of Things, and more importantly, difficulties
in operation for people with disabilities such as dexterity impair-
ments or neurological conditions [4,5]. Accordingly, novel HMIs
exploiting biosignals including voice, electromyogram (EMG), elec-
troencephalogram (EEG) and electrooculogram (EOG) have been
developed for hand-free control [6,7], however, challenges remain
for their practical applications, such as noise interference for voice
recognition, invasiveness and discomfort for brain-machine inter-
faces. Occlusion is an interactive process of mandible and maxillary
teeth, bones, and muscles in dental context, and the force during
the process can be defined as bite force. Compared to voice, EMG,
EEG, and EOG, the recognition of dental occlusion patterns for
HMIs presents the merits of anti-interference, noninvasiveness,
convenience, comfort, safety, and easy control. And analysis of
the bite force can give quantified information on occlusion pat-
terns, which provides an additional control for interaction. Thus,
the detection of dental occlusion holds great promise for the real-
ization of hand-free and non-invasive HMIs. This requires a soft
pressure sensing device to convert occlusion information into
inputs for application implementations.

Soft pressure sensors based on different mechanisms includ-
ing piezoelectric, piezoresistive, capacitive, triboelectric, and
optic have currently been developed, among which soft optical
pressure sensor, especially, soft distributed-optical-fiber (DOF)
sensor characterized by spatially resolved and time-dependent
measurements, is ideal for the construction of the proposed
interactive device [8]. However, an external light source is neces-
sary for the DOF sensor, complexing the device fabrication and
general usage. Mechanoluminescence (ML) is a phenomenon that
lights can be directly generated by mechanical stimuli. With the
attributes of high brightness (>300 cd/m2), multicolor (UV–vis-
NIR), stability (>10,0000 cycles), and energy-autonomy, ML
materials have been emerging in a myriad of areas such as sens-
ing, illumination, and bioimaging [9]. The integration of ML
materials and DOF is therefore a promising solution to the afore-
mentioned issue.

Recently, Prof. Xiaogang Liu and colleagues demonstrated an
interactive mouthguard capable of recognizing the patterns of
dental occlusion and translating them into commands to enable
disabled people to control devices like computers, smartphones
and wheelchairs with high accuracy [10]. The first-of-its-kind
mouthguard is composed of an array of mechanoluminescence-
powered distributed-optical-fiber (mp-DOF) sensors, a flexible
printed circuit board and a flexible polyethylene terephthalate
substrate, as shown in Fig. 1a. The DOF sensor is powered by
mechanoluminescent ZnS:M to convert bite forces into hete-
rochromatic lights in an energy-autonomous manner. The mp-
DOF sensors with optimized structure, dimension and compo-
nent exhibit a linear response to force at the range of 5–60 N
with a sensitivity of 20 counts per newton and have good sta-
bility upon dynamic and repeated compressions, endowing the
effective and robust record of bite patterns. A 2 � 3 single-layer
mp-DOF sensor array with six predetermined mechanolumines-
cent pads can detect 21 bite patterns in theory, 14 of which
are processed for bite-controlled operation after considering
the adaptive comfort of the users. In this progress, the
mechanoluminescent signals upon biting travel along with the
fiber to the color sensor chips to generate the CIE spectral tris-
timulus values of X, Y and Z, which are then converted into CIE
xyY color space for the precise distinction of bite patterns
(Fig. 1b). The distinction has a high accuracy of >98%, assisted
by a trained two-layer, feedforward artificial neural network
(ANN). Meanwhile, the system possesses robustness and consis-
tency to varied biting positions and participants. The occlusion
patterns can be easily translated into instructions to control
electronic gadgets after pairing with a Bluetooth module, as
illustrated in Fig. 1c. The implementations of making phone
calls, controlling a wheelchair and playing a virtual piano were
demonstrated in a remote, rapid and hand-free way. Moreover,
ulletin,
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Mechanoluminescence-powered bite-controlled human–machine interface. (a) Schematic of the interactive mouthguard with an array of distributed-
optical-fiber (DOF) sensors. Each sensor contains differently colored mechanoluminescent materials of ZnS:M, which can convert bite forces into heterochromatic lights in an
energy-autonomous manner. (b) Detection and distinction of bite patterns assisted with machine learning algorithms. (c) Flow chart of interactive mouthguard control.
Copyright � 2022, Springer Nature.
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the associated information of occlusion patterns such as lumi-
nance intensity can be utilized for the additional interactive
manipulation, benefiting from the proportional dependence of
mechanoluminescence intensity on the magnitude of bite force.
The interaction has an average accuracy of around 95% for par-
ticipants with different tooth shapes and occlusal habits,
demonstrating the efficacy of this approach.

Challenges remain about this achievement could be the com-
fort, biosafety, lifetime, and cost. Muscle fatigue or even inflamma-
tion could happen if the mouthguard is not comfortable for long-
term wear. The biosafety of ZnS:M should be concerned for their
use in mouth, and long service life of the device should be guaran-
teed. The total cost of the prototype sits at around 100 Singaporean
dollars (about US $70) now, although it is expected that a mass-
produced commercial version would cost much less. Moreover,
aesthetic and invisibility should also be considered for this device
design and all the other interactive electronics.

In summary, a new scheme has been proposed for the dexterous
interaction between users and devices with the fashion of free-of-
hand, non-invasiveness, terseness, energy-efficiency and high pre-
cision. This new scheme holds great promise to promote indepen-
dence and autonomy for people with severe disabilities.
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